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Abstract
A uni$ed coordinate system is introduced for computational %uid dynamics, in which the grid moves with
velocity hq; q being %uid velocity. It includes the Eulerian coordinates as a special case when h= 0 and the
Lagrangian when h=1. By suitably choosing the free function h-h=1 for 1D %ow, h chosen to preserve grid
angles for 2D %ow, and to preserve grid skewness for 3D %ow—the uni$ed coordinate system is shown, in a
large number of examples involving the Euler equations, to be superior to both Eulerian and Lagrangian ones
in resolving %ow discontinuities: shocks and especially slip lines. This approach is also successfully extended
to shallow water waves and viscous %ow.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
For more than 200 years, two di>erent coordinate systems for describing %uid motion have ex-
isted: the Eulerian system describes %uid motion at $xed locations, whereas the Lagrangian system
does so following %uid particles. Accordingly, the Eulerian description considers velocities and other
properties of %uid particles to be functions of time and of $xed space coordinates. By contrast,
the Lagrangian description considers the positions of %uid particles and their properties to be func-
tions of time and of their permanent identi$cations, such as their initial positions or any set of
material functions of %uid particles. Analytically, both coordinate systems are capable of producing
exact solutions of %uid %ow, including discontinuous %ow. They are regarded as equivalent to each
other (for one-dimensional %ow, the equivalency was proved rigorously by Wagner [22]), except that
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the Lagrangian system gives more information: it tells each %uid particle’s history. They are not
equivalent from a numerical computation point of view: a numerical solution to %uid %ow depends
crucially on the relation of the %ow to the coordinates (hence the grid) used to compute the %ow.
This paper is motivated by wanting accurate resolution of %ow discontinuities, namely, shocks
and slip lines (also called contact lines). In Section 2, we review the relative merits of the Eu-
lerian coordinates and the Lagrangian coordinates in this regard, pointing out their de$ciencies. In
Section 3, we introduce the uni$ed coordinate system, which includes the Eulerian and the Lagrangian
coordinates as special cases and which is superior to both of them in resolving %ow discontinuities,
slip lines in particular. Sections 4–6 present examples and comparisons to substantiate the claimed
superiority.
2. Deciencies of Eulerian and Lagrangian coordinates
The main issue in computational %uid dynamics, inviscid compressible %ow in particular, is the
resolution of %ow discontinuities: shocks and slip lines.
In the commonly used shock-capturing methods based on Eulerian coordinates, %ow discontinuities
are smeared. With modern high resolution schemes, a shock can be resolved in 2–3 grid points, but
slip line resolution is much worse. A typical result for density distribution in an 1D Riemann
problem is given in Fig. 1(a). (Note: in a recent book by Toro [21], computed results by more than
20 methods are presented; they are all similar to Fig. 1(a).) It is noted that the slip line is very
poorly resolved. A typical result for density distribution in a 2D steady supersonic %ow Riemann
problem (Fig. 2(a)) is shown in Fig. 2(b) where, again, it is seen that the slip line resolution is
very poor.
It is, of course, long known that use of Lagrangian coordinates can give sharp resolution of
slip lines: indeed, it has been shown [7] that for 1D %ow Lagrangian coordinates are the optimal.
However, the very fact that the computational cells in Lagrangian coordinates exactly follow %uid
particles can result in severe grid deformation in 2D and 3D %ow, causing inaccuracy and even
breakdown of the computation.
To prevent this from happening, the most famous Lagrangian method in use at the present time—
the arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian technique (ALE) [3,19,20]—uses continuous rezoning and remap-
ping to the Eulerian grid. Unfortunately, this process requires interpolations of geometry and %ow
variables which result in loss of accuracy, manifested as numerical di>usion which ALE wants to
avoid in the $rst place. Indeed, it was demonstrated in [2] that rezoning results in di>usive errors
of the type encountered in Eulerian solutions and continuously rezoned Lagrangian computation is
equivalent to an Eulerian computation.
3. The unied coordinates
After a series of studies [4–6,12,13,15–17] on steady supersonic %ow, it was discovered that the
advantages of Lagrangian coordinates arise from computational cells moving in the direction of
the %uid particles but not necessarily with their speeds. This leads to the introduction of a uni$ed
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Fig. 1. An 1D Riemann problem.
coordinate system [11] which moves with velocity hq; q being %uid velocity and h arbitrary. It
includes the Eulerian coordinates as a special case when h= 0 and the Lagrangian when h= 1.
Our uni$ed coordinates approach shares the same spirit of ALE in that: (a) it aims to combine the
best features of Lagrangian and Eulerian [19, p. 198] and, (b) to this aim the coordinates are allowed
to move at an arbitrary velocity [1, p. 239]. However, the strategies are quite di>erent. In ALE, “the
general strategy is to perform a Lagrangian time step and to follow it with a remap step that maps
the solution from the distorted Lagrangian mesh on to the spatially $xed Eulerian mesh or the ALE
mesh” [1, p. 236; 19, p. 198]. This is usually done by employing a staggered grid. Furthermore,
the rezoning strategies are not generally prescribed; instead, “rezoning requires the intervention of
the user; : : : ; and the success of the method depends heavily on the skill and patience of the user”
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Fig. 2. A 2D Riemann problem.
[1, p. 322]. In our uni$ed coordinates approach we propose a speci$c rule for grid (mesh) movement:
the grid should move with velocity hq; q being %uid velocity and h is determined to preserve grid
angles (Section 4) or grid skewness (Section 5), resulting in sharp resolution of slip lines, especially
for steady %ow. In our method all computations are done entirely in the transformed space without
a staggered grid and with no explicit rezoning/remapping to the Eulerian or ALE space; explicit
remapping causes numerical di>usion.
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Starting from Cartesian coordinates (x; y; z) and time t in the Eulerian description, we make a
transformation to coordinates (; 	; 
; ),
dt = d; (1a)
dx = hu d+ A d	+ L d
+ P d; (1b)
dy = hv d+ B d	+M d
+ Q d; (1c)
dz = hw d+ C d	+ N d
+ R d; (1d)
where u; v, and w are the x-, y-, and z-components of %uid velocity q, respectively. Let
Dh
Dt
≡ 99t + hu
9
9x + hv
9
9y + hw
9
9z (2)
denote the material derivative following the pseudo-particle, whose velocity is hq. Then, it is easy
to show that
Dh	
Dt
= 0;
Dh

Dt
= 0;
Dh
Dt
= 0; (3)
that is, the coordinates (	; 
; ) are material functions of the pseudo-particles, and hence are their
permanent identi$cations. Accordingly, computational cells move and deform with pseudo-particles,
rather than with %uid particles as in Lagrangian coordinates.
To illustrate the use of the uni$ed coordinates, we consider the Euler equations of gasdynamics
as an example, but they may also be applied to shallow water equations [9], etc.
The Euler equations in Cartesian coordinates for inviscid %ow of an ideal gas obeying the -law
are
9
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where ; p and e are the density, pressure and speci$c total energy of the gas, and
e =
1
2
(u2 + v2 + w2) +
1
− 1
p

: (5)
Under transformation (1), the Euler equations (4) become
9E
9 +
9F
9	 +
9G
9
 +
9H
9 = 0; (6)
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where
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with
= det
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
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; )
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(
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; )
)−1
:
As system (6) is in conservation form, any successful shock-capturing methods can be applied to
produce numerical solution. We shall use the Godunov/MUSCL scheme.
4. 2D inviscid "ow [8,10,11]
In the special case of 2D %ow computation it is found [11] that a good choice for h is to preserve
the grid angles in the solution process which marches in , i.e.,
9
9
[ ∇	
|∇	| ·
∇

|∇
|
]
= 0 (8)
or
9
9 cos = 0; (9)
 being the grid angle. Condition (8) may also be written as
9
9
[
AL+ BM√
A2 + B2
√
L2 +M 2
]
= 0: (10)
By making use of (6), it is easy to show that (10) is equivalent to
S2J
9h
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2I
9h
9
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[
S2
(
B
9u
9	 − A
9v
9	
)
− T 2
(
M
9u
9
 − L
9v
9

)]
h; (11)
where
S2 = L2 +M 2; T 2 = A2 + B2:
A consequence of determining h from (11) is that if the grid is orthogonal at  = 0 it will
remain so for subsequent . Orthogonal grid is known to possess many desirable properties over
non-orthogonal grids, e.g., attaining higher accuracy than nonorthogonal grids.
Computationally, Eq. (11) is to be solved at every time step after the %ow variables Q=(; p; u; v)T
and the geometric variable K=(A; B; L;M)T are found. It is thus a $rst order linear partial di>erential
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Fig. 3. Grids for the steady 2D Riemann problem in Fig. 2.
equation for h(	; 
; ), with  appearing as a parameter. It is always possible to $nd solution h in
the range
06 h6 1 (12)
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Fig. 4. Water height at t = 1:5 after breaking of a 2D dam [8].
because (11), being linear and homogeneous, possesses two properties: (a) positive solution h¿ 0
always exists, and (b) if h is a solution to (11) so is h=C, C being any constant.
An example to illustrate the advantage of our approach is the Riemann problem for 2D steady
supersonic %ow mentioned in Section 2. This problem can be solved by $rst transforming the 2D
steady Euler equations by
dx = hu d+ A d	;
dy = hv d+ B d	; (13)
which is a special case of (1), and then computing the resulting equations by marching in the
variable  [5]. The shock-adaptive technique can also be applied. The computed result for density
is shown in Fig. 2(c). The present computation is seen to be far superior to the Eulerian one. The
grids are shown in Fig. 3: Fig. 3(a) is the Eulerian grid, whereas Fig. 4(b) is the grid for grid angle
preserving h, which is orthogonal everywhere.
Another example is the 2D dam-breaking %ow (Fig. 4) computed using our uni$ed coordinates
approach to shallow water equations [8].
5. 3D inviscid "ow [18]
For the general case of 3D unsteady %ow, it is not possible to choose the free function h to
preserve grid angles. Instead, we choose it to preserve grid-skewness s:
s=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
A L P
B M Q
C N R
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
√
A2 + B2 + C2
√
L2 +M 2 + N 2
√
P2 + Q2 + R2
: (14)
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Fig. 5. Supersonic %ow past a corner: sketch of the problem.
To preserve grid-skewness, we require
9s
9 = 0: (15)
Making use of (6), this becomes
q · (∇	− A=A2) 9h9	 + q · (∇
− L=L
2)
9h
9
 + q · (∇− P=P
2)
9h
9
+
{
9q
9	 · (∇	− A=A
2) +
9q
9
 · (∇
− L=L
2) +
9q
9 · (∇− P=P
2)
}
h= 0; (16)
where A = (A; B; C); L= (L;M; N ), and P= (P;Q; R).
We note that: (a) s = 1 for orthogonal grids, and (b) in the special case of 2D %ow, Eq. (15)
becomes
9
9 sin = 0 (17)
which is to be compared with (9).
As an example, we consider the steady supersonic inviscid corner %ow. The geometrical con$gu-
ration is shown in Fig. 5. Two intersecting wedges, both with angles of 9:5◦, form an axial corner
over which there is a Mach 3 %ow. The %ow is conical [23] and consists of two plannar wedge
shocks, two embedded shocks, a corner shock and the shear layers (slip surfaces) as shown in
Fig. 6 in the conical coordinates (Y − Y0)=X0; (Z − Z0)=X0; (X0; Y0; Z0) being any point on the line of
intersection of wedges.
We employ a grid of 55 × 45 × 45 points in the 	
 space for the computation which marches
in  until a steady state is reached. Fig. 7 illustrates the density and pressure contours for di>erent
choices of h: for h= 0 (Eulerian, left) and for grid-skewness preserving (GSP) h (right). The GSP
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Fig. 6. Supersonic %ow past a corner: %ow structure.
Fig. 7. Supersonic %ow past a corner: density and pressure contour for h= 0 (left) and GSPh (right).
computational results agree well with experimental results (Fig. 8) and also with the computational
results of Loh and Liou [18]; the latter is, however, restricted to steady supersonic %ow only. We
notice that the results with h chosen to preserve grid-skewness have better resolution of slip surfaces
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Fig. 8. Supersonic %ow past a corner: experimental results [23].
than the Eulerian computation as seen in the density contours. The pressure is continuous across
slip surfaces and this is clearly seen in the $gures with pressure contours. Again, in the case of
grid-skewness preserving h, pressure contour lines are smoother than in the Eulerian case.
6. Viscous "ow [14]
For viscous %ow as governed by the Navier–Stokes equations, the viscous terms are discretized
centrally, while for the convective terms we still use Godunov/MUSCL scheme.
An example is the supersonic boundary layer %ow (Fig. 9). As shown in Fig. 10 for skim friction
coePcient, there is signi$cant di>erence between the results computed using Eulerian coordinates
and that computed using our uni$ed coordinates. The boundary layer %ow is composed of many
slip lines. As such our uni$ed coordinates, which resolve slip lines sharply (Sections 4 and 5), is
expected to be more accurate than the Eulerian coordinates.
Fig. 9. Boundary layer %ow problem. Mach Contours computed.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of computed skin friction coePcient Cf .
7. Conclusion
The uni$ed coordinate system is superior to both Eulerian and Lagrangian coordinate systems for
multi-dimensional %ow computation.
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